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Answers, Made Simple.
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"Exceptional service! Your team's expertise in industrial automation made our upgrade project a breeze. Our efficiency has skyrocketed thanks to your solutions."
Operation Manager
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"Excellent support for our plant's automation needs. Your quick response and technical proficiency have made a significant impact on our operations."
Plant Manager
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"Outstanding support during our data migration process. Your attention to detail and commitment to minimizing downtime truly set you apart."
Operation Manager
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"Thank you for the seamless system upgrade. Our plant now runs more efficiently, and your prompt responses to our needs have been invaluable."
Lab Manager
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"Impressive technical knowledge! Your team's guidance in choosing the right automation solution for our facility was spot on. Highly recommend!"
Plant Manager
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"The best in the business for control system upgrades. Our production lines are running smoother than ever before."
Maintenance Manager
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"Your training sessions were incredibly helpful in optimizing our data management. Our team now feels confident and well-equipped to handle our systems."
Controls Engineer
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 "Thank you for your continuous support. Your team's approach on implementing the new interlocks matrix has been invaluable, after the dryer replacement."
Safety Manager
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"We couldn't be happier with the results of our recent automation project. My team delivered on time and within budget, and the improvements are already paying off."
Engineer
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Industrial Automation and Industrial Optimization

With over two decades in Industrial Automation, our team has been a trusted partner, delivering exceptional solutions to clients across the United States and beyond. With a collective expertise of more than 100 years, our dedicated team and partners have refined their skills in enhancing industrial plants across diverse sectors. From fine-tuning DCS systems to automating PLCs and SCADA systems, we've consistently elevated operational efficiency.
 
Our footprint spans an array of industries including Food and Beverage, Soft Drinks, Breweries, Ethanol, Chemical, Metal, Water/Wastewater, Sugar, Soybeans, Biodiesel, Oil and Gas, and Power Generation. We are providing optimal solutions along with excellent service and support. We are platform independent, allowing us to recommend and implement the optimal solutions for you. 
   





Contact:
Nick @ Postolache.com (212) 729-6460 
      
 Cielo® 911 Washington Ave Ste 644 
      St. Louis MO 63101 
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Chemical-Ethanol-Water

Process Control
This service enhances control loop transparency. It provides customers with a comprehensive analysis of data control and plant-wide information. Additionally, it uses automatic KPI calculations to identify control loop states
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DCS Plant Migration

Industrial Automation
We started by offering Industrial Automation engineering and control system integration services for industrial processes. As automation evolves, we help clients improve their entire manufacturing setup. Our control systems speed up data and monitoring in complex industries. 
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Upograde and Migrations

Various Industries
We work across many states, serving clients all over the US. This gives us the belief and ability to surpass your hopes for your next project. From Ethanol to Data Centers, we've handled various industry projects. Our skilled team is here to make good on our promise to be your trusted partner 
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Tuning and Testing

Simulation And Virtualization
 We use the newest digital methods to make projects smarter, safer, and cheaper. From AI tools fine-tuning processes to real-time audits and virtual testing, we're all about innovation and data-focused work.
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Tunning and Commissioning 

Instrumentation
Instrumentation and final control elements:  are crucial for top-notch automation and control systems, and we offer comprehensive services, from evaluation to procurement, installation, and commissioning.
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Maintenance + Upgrades

Control Panels
Don't risk production disruptions due to old and unreliable electrical control panels; choose Direct Automation for best-in-class, industrial-grade control panels designed for maximum reliability and remote monitoring, ensuring uninterrupted operations. 
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Management +Tunning

Sensors+Devices
In industrial settings with numerous sensors and connected devices, managing data efficiently is crucial for optimal operations; inadequate infrastructure and legacy systems can lead to costly disruptions, but wen can help mitigate these risks. 
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Start-ups

Commissioning
We provide a wide range of projects, from service calls to full turnkey electrical and controls system design, all backed by our commitment to delivering top-tier customer service and technical expertise. 
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System Health

Troubleshooting
Control industrial processes locally or remotely, monitoring, processing real-time data, and interacting with devices through HMI software while recording events into a log file 











Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF)

We are actively engaged in a significant endeavor, collaborating with a local plant to revolutionize their operations through the automation of bio-refinery technology. This innovative approach converts raw materials derived from plants into SAF













Automation integration

How we add the value: Design-Build, Energy Consulting, Installation, Service and Maintenance, Training







	


1. Engineering

Streamlined concept planning,
Industrial network design,
Seamless sequence of operation documents,
Project database development 







	

2. Installation


We help customers and partners in setting up automation control systems for new projects, upgrades, and improvements. We also help with contract decisions and negotiations.  







	

3. Maintenance and Service

We offer tailored service contracts for each client. Get quick remote support and a short travel time for emergencies. We're here 24/7, all year round.
 







	

4. Training

 Our training covers System Operations, PLCs, DCS, Data Reporting, and IT Configurations. We can do it remotely, at your place, or in our offices.
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Simple Answers for Industrial Automation 

and other partners' platforms and devices fully integrated solutions. A short description of our platfroms and customers preferred layouts:
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Various technologies

System Integration
Our team enhances profitability and safety in industrial facilities through control systems integration, leveraging technology independence and over 250 years of combined industry experience as your trusted partner.
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Optimization

Production Efficiency
We specialize in delivering substantial gains in plant efficiencies through industrial automation and seamless technology integration. Our commitment to excellence empowers our customers to achieve superior results and operational excellence in their production facilities.
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Comprehensive Services

Full Spectrum
We provide complete industrial automation services, including concept planning, network design, control panel design, programming, configuration, data collection, reporting, commissioning, and support.
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BACnet communication

Local+ Cloud Solutions
We are experts in multiple platforms (Emerson, Honeywell, Foxboro, ABB, Rockwell Automation, and Siemens)
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Technologies

DCS Platforms
A systems migration involves upgrading an existing control system to a current one, preserving legacy intellectual properties, harnessing new system capabilities, minimizing operational disruption, controlling costs, and enabling future business value
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Modernization

Migrations
We are offering services that include legacy system modernizations, total system migrations, phased migrations, hot swap migrations, and staged migrations, all tailored to meet your plant's mission, schedule, and budget while minimizing operational downtime."
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Various Protocols

Technologies
Our team, comprising expertly trained and customer-centric automation professionals, remains dedicated to upholding our commitment as your esteemed and trusted partner.
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Devices configuration

PDM +Configuration
From AI-driven process adjustments to real-time configuration audits and virtual commissioning, our commitment to innovation and data-centric execution is unwavering.
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Less service calls

Troubleshooting
Platforms: In addition to automation, we offer IT technology and Data Management solutions. We support Avigilon, DeltaV. Foxboro, Tableau, Hewlett  Packard, Osborne, 3CX, Cisco, PlatPAx, Microsoft 365, Honeywell, OSIsoft, SQLServer, Emerson, FORTINET, ABB, Rockwell Automation, Siemens TIA Portal and  PCS7 platforms.
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Automatización.Org

Ingeniería: 
Planificación de conceptos eficientes, diseño de redes industriales, documentos de secuencia de operación fluidos, desarrollo de bases de datos de proyectos.

Instalación: 
Ayudamos a clientes y socios en la configuración de sistemas de control de automatización para nuevos proyectos, actualizaciones y mejoras. También colaboramos en decisiones y negociaciones contractuales.

Mantenimiento y Servicio: 
Ofrecemos contratos de servicio personalizados para cada cliente. Obtenga soporte remoto rápido y tiempos de respuesta reducidos en casos de emergencia. Estamos disponibles 24/7, durante todo el año.

Capacitación: 
Nuestra formación abarca Operaciones del Sistema, PLC, DCS, Informes de Datos y Configuraciones de IT. Podemos hacerlo de forma remota, en su ubicación o en nuestras oficinas.
.
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Control e información

Lazos de control.

Este servicio proporciona a los clientes un análisis completo de los datos de control e información en toda la planta. Además, utiliza cálculos automáticos de KPI para identificar los estados de los lazos de control.
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 Datos y el monitoreo

Control para procesos
 A medida que la automatización evoluciona, ayudamos a nuestros clientes a mejorar todo su sistema de fabricación. Nuestros sistemas de control aceleran la recopilación de datos y el monitoreo en industrias complejas
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 Socio de confianza

Creencia y la capacidad 
 para superar sus expectativas para su próximo proyecto. Desde la etanol hasta los centros de datos, hemos gestionado proyectos en diversas industrias. Nuestro equipo experto está aquí para cumplir con nuestra promesa de ser su socio de confianza 
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Migracion

Plataformas de DCS
Una migración de sistemas implica la actualización de un sistema de control existente a uno actual, aprovechando las nuevas capacidades del sistema, minimizando la interrupción operativa, controlando los costos y habilitando el valor comercial futuro.  
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Diseño completo

Llamadas de servicio
Ofrecemos una amplia gama de proyectos, desde llamadas de servicio hasta el diseño completo de sistemas eléctricos y de control llave en mano, respaldados por nuestro compromiso de brindar un servicio al cliente de primer nivel y experiencia técnica. 
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Modernizaciones de sistemas

Mas servicios 

Estamos ofreciendo servicios que incluyen modernizaciones de sistemas heredados, migraciones de sistemas completos, migraciones por fases, migraciones en caliente y migraciones escalonadas, todos diseñados a medida para cumplir con la misión, el cronograma y el presupuesto de su planta, al tiempo que se minimiza el tiempo de inactividad operativa 














Get in Touch | Ponte en contacto

Contact: Nick @ Postolache.com (212) 729-6460 Industrial Automation at Cielo® 911 Washington Ave Ste 644, St. Louis MO 63101
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